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Abstract—We consider a new mathematical formalism, which
allows us to model alternative functioning cases due to changing
system environment conditions and the environment’s impacts.
Models: to research dynamic capability organizational capability,
sustainable development, information technology capability of the
system, can be created based on suggested families of alternative
stochastic action networks. Such families are complex of basic
graph-theoretic objects and mappings between them. They de-
scribe functioning in terms of the alternative action networks,
which can be interrupted and alternated. Such alternations form
families of alternative stochastic action networks. We plan to
built and use suggested models using process mining and process
science techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a gap between the need to decide a variety of
problems, such as infonomics (1, 2), information technology
(IT) governance (3), process mining (4) problems, on the
one hand, and theoretical models and methods available for
such problems decision as related mathematical problems -
on the other hand. We suggest system capability analytical
research methods and models (5), to fill this gap. Among
such models and methods, families of alternative stochastic
action networks are suggested. System capability is a system’s
ability to achieve changing goals as a reaction to changing en-
vironments (6). We consider complex technical systems (CTS),
which are such systems that include interrelated elements of a
different nature, i.e., mechanical, organizational, human, and
technological components. For such CTS system capability
is required to react correctly on CTS environment changes
and impacts (7–9), particularly - to respond to environment
attacks, to respond on goals changes so - to interact properly
with the environment and with parts of the system which
is under environment impacts. Information operations are
needed (10) to create such capability and to provide interac-
tion under changed conditions. The system capability is used
to estimate information technologies performance indicators,
dynamic capabilities indicators, organizational capabilities in-
dicators, system dependability indicators. Further, indicators
of this property are used to solve various practical problems
as appropriate mathematical problems of indicators estimation
and the CTS elements, capabilities, information operations
synthesis based on indicators, estimated as a function of
possible CTS characteristics. For estimation of such property
complex of models is necessary (11). It shall reflect the
interacting system, its environments of a different kind, and
information operations. Information operations are required to
check the system and its environment functioning states to
measure their correspondence. Then information operations are

used to alternate the CTS functioning to achieve a possibly
changed goal set by changing the environment and with
changing impact on the CTS. Models of information operations
use as a reaction on modeled environment changes were
considered in previous publications (12, 13). This publication
concentrates on families of alternative action networks, which
model the system’s possible responses on environment changes
and corresponding information operations results.

Such alternated activities models as a result of environment
impact are required (6, 14–21), but not yet described in
sufficient details (10, 22, 23).

II. ALTERNATED SYSTEM FUNCTIONING

GRAPH-THEORETIC MODELING

We suggest FASAN− families of alternative stochastic
action networks allow alternate system functioning modeling.
FASAN is a system of graphs, kind of Echgraphs (24). It
was created based on sets of graphs (the base of FASAN ),
relations between them, and mappings between graphs. Such
relations and mappings are defined in such a way families (re-
lated sequences) of alternated action networks, and mappings
between networks and states (cuts of networks) are defined.
Then, mapping states of the system and its environment to the
new network in the family of networks is defined. As a result,
trees of possible action networks and their alternations formed.

Precisely, in FASAN The base is Hypergraphs edges
(sets), which describe states and relations between them, and
Stochastic Action Networks, which represent sets of actions
and relations between them case actions are not alternated.

With the use of the FASAN it is possible to describe
alternations of the functioning (25), including alternations,
which are defined by networks of operations. The network’s
alternation case is mapping the network actions to the complex
state (modeled as hypergraph of states). For such mappings, we
developed algorithms to map alternative networks to alternative
states. Next, such algorithms allow forming trees of complex
States - depending on possible alternative scenarios. We use
networks of operations with start and finish vertices. The
network of operations is the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
such that each vertex is associated with an action (operation)
on individual workplaces of the system. Start vertex associated
with the operation of waiting to start at the required moment.
It has no incoming edges. Finish operation is the operation
of waiting to report the results of actions. We plan to use
the theoretical formalism of FASAN with process mining
techniques (4). Example of the network of operations and
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the maximal cuts of this network shown in Fig. 1. There
are eight operations. Maximum cuts of the given network are
schematically shown in Fig. 1 with dotted lines. All possible
cuts are represented as all maximal cuts and their subsets.
The possible cuts allow us to specify possible states of the
system functioning alternations. Each dotted line corresponds

Fig. 1. Maximal Cuts of the Network of Operation

to a maximal cut. Its subsets may be cuts as well - due to
possible waiting operations. It is possible to include waiting in
the network explicitly. In this way, potential waiting included
into any incoming edge if there are more than one incoming
edges, which lead to the same ending operation - as in Fig.
2 Such waiting operations appear as a result of modeling

Fig. 2. The Network of Operations with Added Waiting Operations

assumptions: once an operation may start, it will start without
any waiting. Thus, if only one edge is in the vertex’s input
set in the initial network, this edge can not split with waiting
and vice versa. Alternatively, each subset of any maximal cut
is considered, but some subsets realization’s probabilities can
be 0 by default. These probabilities are counted based on the
same assumption, but in functional form: ”once operation may
start, it will start without waiting time equal to 0”. So, the
probability of such waiting to be realized will always be 0.
Under other assumptions, such waiting and the corresponding
subset of maximum cut may be possible, The network of
technological information and non-information operations with
waits shown in Fig. 3. Based on this model, the system
complex states and transitions graph-theoretic model build. It

Fig. 3. The example of network with delays and possible cutting

allows to specify: Ss
i− the set of the possible system states

under condition that the vector Se
i of states, required by the

system environment at Ti fixed; Each system state is associated
with bsis− is−th branch at the tree Ti of possible branches of
the simultaneously performed technological operations. It is
created for the fixed Se

i . Each branch bsis associated with the
subset of A∗

u of information and non-information technological
operations and waits for operations, bsis ∼ Au, u = ¯1, U ,
each one performed (or waits) at the workplace wu. This
allows to compute the possible states of the system, which
corresponds to bsis. The tree Ti fragment is shown in Fig.
4. The fragment built under the condition, that technological

Fig. 4. The fragment of the tree of initial technological operation network
cuts

information operation Ai
i is performed. Other fragments have

the same structure and correspond to the cases when the other
technological information operations performed. As a result,
the complex tree built based on its fragments. It shown at Fig.
5. One of the possible cuttings shown. It corresponds to one of
the possible alternations resulting from the network of actions
and the complex system state mapping mns

j from network to
complex state ssej of the system its environment, obtained with
information operations use. This (first) information operation
result is the state of the system and its environment descrip-
tions. With these state characteristics, the measures of their cor-
respondence to the demands of the environment are computed.
Computations are defined by functional models, which are
described further. Next,the mapping ms

un from the system and
its environment complex state ssej to new (alternated) network
Nu(s

se
j ) realized. This mapping is provided with information

operation too. This (second) information operation results
are prescriptions and descriptions needed to fulfill a new,
alternated network. Such prescriptions and descriptions form
the state of the new (alternated) network start. Prescriptions
and descriptions quality determined by future correspondence
measures at further moments of the system functioning. Such
measures, under The mappings repeated, taking into account
the environmental impact and its changes. As a result, the
branches of FASAN trees formed. Part of such branch with the
two alternations, two states, four mappings, and two alternate
networks shown in Fig. 6.

The trees built allows specifying and further, to comput-
ing the possible states of the system during its functioning
to reach the requirements of the environment. These states
used to calculate probabilistic measures of system effects and
environment demands compliance.
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Fig. 5. The complex tree with all fragments included

Fig. 6. The FASAN branch fragment with two networks and two complex
states

III. PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE THE PROBABILITIES OF

OPERATIONS REALIZATIONS

Each operation mode ai realization and thus, state si of
corresponding workplace at given moment characterized by
probability of its actuality pai := pbip

ne
i at moment Tm, where

pai− probability of complex event Âi: the operation (action)
at workplace wpn used to fulfill ai actual (performing), thus
- operation began but not ended. Moment Tm is the moment
of technological information operation fulfillment;

Âi = (B̂vi∩N̂i/B̂vi), where N̂i− the operation not ended,
the complex event ai not ended under the condition all previous
operations including ai began;

B̂vi is a complex event, which is the operation began.
It consists of ai beginning under the condition all previous
operations from the set Vi of operations, previous operations
to ai−th operation, began.

Let us designate pai = P (Âi), p
b
i = P (B̂i), p

ne
i = P (N̂i),

F b
i (Tm)- cumulative probability function value of the dis-

tribution of the moment of ai beginning. Value counted for
the moment Tm of technological information operation. This
moment assumed to be deterministic. F e

i (Tm)- cumulative
probability function value of the distribution of the moment
of ai ending. Value counted for the moment Tm of techno-
logical information operation. States actualization probabilities
depend on previous operations probabilities in a variety of
ways, considered below. We consider dependencies in chains
of operations and dependencies in network cuts caused by
appropriate chains.

For network operations dependencies, we consider se-
quence (chain), wait and corresponding join, fork case, start
and finish network substructure cases and their possible com-
binations, which are:

1. StartFork

2. StartSeq

3. SeqSeq

4. SeqFork

5. Wait

6. JoinSeq

7. JoinFork

8. SeqFin

9. JoinFin

For all vertices vi, actualization probability pai of activity,
associated with this vertex is:

pai = pbip
ne
i , where pnei = 1− pei .

pbi , pnei and further, cuts probabilities, evaluated depending
vertex type.

1. For StartFork structures, associated with s = vi, i = 0

pbi = 1; pei = 1,

and moments of next actions start, associated with vertices
vkin the list Ni of next vertices of the Fork set to 0.

Cumulative conditional (c) probabilities double list created
〈(pck, k)〉 with one pair (pck, 0).

pck = F b
i (Tm) = 1 and double list copied in the same way

for all elements of next vertices set Ni.

2. For StartSeq structures, associated with s = vi, i = 0

pbi = 1; pei = 1,

and moment of next vertex vk start from the set of next
vertices set to 0.

Cumulative conditional probability 〈(pcn, n)n ∈ 1, N〉 dou-
ble list of the next vertex action is set to the 〈(pc0 = F b

i (Tm) =
1, 0)〉, and the moment of the next vertex start set to 0.

(1) and (2) cases differ when probabilities of cuts of the
network are evaluated.

3. For SeqSeq structures associated with vi, i > 0,

pbi (Tm) =
∏

j∈Ci

F b
j (Tm), where j ∈ Ci - numbers of

operations which can began at Tm in the chain Ci of vi, join
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type vertex vjj structure met on the way from vi to vjj and all

operations between vi till vjj .

That means same as,

pbi (Tm) = pci (Tm)F b
i (Tm),

Cumulative conditional (c) probability double list updated
for last element 〈(pcn(Tm), 0), (.), (.), (.), (pcn(Tm), n = N)〉 in
the list for the action, associated with next vertex in SeqSeq:

pcn(Tm) = pci (Tm)F b
i (Tm).

pei (Tm) = F e
i (Tm), F e

i (Tm)− normal cumulative proba-

bility distribution function of the moment T̂ e
i of vi end at the

given moment Tm.

The moment of action beginning, which associated with
vertex vk such that it follows (next to) vi set to T̂ e

i .

SeqSeq behaves differently from SeqFork when a network
cuts probabilities evaluated.

4. For SeqFork vertices, all formulas are the same as for (3),
but next set Ni of next vertices vk contains more than one vk.
For each vk same operations apply when SeqFork evaluated.
Still, the double list of 〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉 updated differently:

New pair 〈(pcn+1, (n+1)), N +1〉 added to tail of the list

and updated 〈(pcn+1, (n + 1)), n ∈ 0, N + 1〉 list added for
each vk.

Last pair (pcn+1, n+1) updated according formulas below:

pcn+1 = pci (Tm)F b
i (Tm) and copied to the all vk ∈ Ni,

where pci (Tm) shall be equal to pcn in previous to the last pair
(pcn, n) of 〈(pcn+1, (n+ 1)), n ∈ 0, N + 1〉.

Cuts probabilities are evaluated differently from SeqSeq
and given below when cuts for SeqFork are considered.

5. For waits (waits always precede joins and only to joins)
wi,

Waits counted based on the same formulas of SeqSeq for
double list 〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉.

pbwi (Tm) =
∏

j∈Ci

F b
j (Tm),i.e. probability of the beginning

for them counted in the same way as for operations in chains
SeqSeq, as probability of the complex event B̂w

i /B̂vi the wait
wi began under condition all previous operation from the set
Vi of operations, previous to the wait wi , began too;

〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉 updated for waits like for SeqSeq.

pewi =
∏

j∈Vi

F buw
j (Tm),

pnewi (Tm) = 1− pewi ,

where Vi - set of other waits (excluding i-th wait), which
precedes to the same join vertex, such that it is exactly the
join which follows i−th wait (set of previous vertices of i− th
join except i−th one); F buw

j (Tm)− unconditional probability

distribution function value of the event B̂uw
j wait (from the

set Vi) have began at Tm.

6. For JoinSeq type structures operations (which always
follows waits and only waits) aji , probability counted based
on 〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉 operations.

Each double list 〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉 for each joined
waits merged by pairs with same n into one new double list
〈(pc∗n , n), n ∈ 0, N〉.

Than, pbji =
∏

j∈Prwi

F b
j (Tm), where Prwi is the set of all

distinct paths of vertices to vi with unique, not equal with
other vertices on paths in Prwi .

Such distinct paths pbji corresponds to multiplication of all
F b
n or to updated 〈(pcn, n), n ∈ 0, N〉.

Each vj is considered as one of the vertices in Prwi as
a unique vertex in one of the paths. Paths to vi include
paths which consist of one wait wj

j too; All such distinct

unique vertices conditional cumulative probability pbji of all
appropriate actions beginning are evaluated due to individual
F b
j (Tm) multiplication.

For JoinSeq, probability of ending and not ending operation
aji which started as join counted just like for SeqSeq structure
operations for moments Tm,

pei = F e
i (Tm);

pnei = 1− pei ;

As usual, pai = pbip
ne
i for these operations too.

7. For JoinFork structures probability pbjfi of JoinFork

operation ajfi beginning, the expression takes the same form
as for JoinSeq, discussed before.

For JoinForks operations ajfi end, the expression for pejfi
takes the same form as for JoinSeq.

The difference is in expressions and procedures for next
operations (in the set of next for fork part), which takes the
same form as for (4) and (1) and as well, differs for cuts
probabilities characteristics computation.

8. For SeqFin structure operation: pfb = F e
j (Tm)pbj(Tm),

i.e., probability previous operation vj ended under the condi-
tion it has begun. In this case, j is always unique preceding
operation; This is the same expression as for other operations
in SeqSeq;

pfne = 1.

9. For finish operation af of FinJoin type pfb counted the
same way as for the JoinSeq; For both SeqFin and SeqJoin
pfne = 1; pfa = pbfp

ne
f , just like for any other operation

associated with any vertex.

IV. PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE PROBABILITIES OF CUTS

AND CORRESPONDING SYSTEM STATES ACTUALIZATION

A. Conditional Actualization of the Cuts Subsets

Events of actions actualization generally shall be evaluated
under the condition of other possible actions actualization at
the same moment. This conditional dependence is modeled as
conditional dependence in network cuts.

Actions in the network cut conditional actualization caused
by network structure fragments types.
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1) Types of Networks Structures Regarding Possible Net-
works Cuts: We consider two major types of network structure
fragments in cuts, conditional cut sets (C) of vertices and
non-conditional (N ) subsets of vertices in the given cut.
Conditional structures consist of more than one vertex and
may include two types of network structures, waits sets (CW )
and fork children (siblings) sets (CS).

CW are types of subsets CWw of waiting actions (waits) in
the given cut which have one common join—few such subsets
in one cut possible.

CS are types of subsets Csf , f ∈ F of the given cut,
which consist of children or further descendant vertices of the
common fork. Few such subsets in one cut are possible.

CJ are types of subsets Cjj of join vertices in the given
cut.

N - type subset (i.e., all other vertices are considered).

2) General Dependencies Cut Actualization: Actualization
possibility for cut P ca(Tm) at the moment Tm takes form of:

P ca(Tm) = P cb(Tm)P cne(Tm);

P cb(Tm)− adjusted joint conditional cumulative distribu-
tion of given cut C vertices beginning at moment Tm;

P cne(Tm) = 1− P ce(Tm)

P ce(Tm)− adjusted joint conditional cumulative distribu-
tion of given cut C vertices end (finish) at moment Tm;

P cb(Tm) depends on types N,CFS,CJ .

B. Dependencies for Cut Beginning Actualization

P cb(Tm) = P cbN∗(Tm)P cbJ(Tm)P cbS(Tm),

where P cbN∗, P cbJ , P cbS calculated according each type
of corresponding vertices sets (i.e., N,CJ,CS).

Note W type vertices are not distinguished when cal-
culating P cb(Tm), and so, they considered to be N type
in this calculation (but they will be distinguished when cut
actualization end computed).

C. Algorithm to compute set of subnetwork decomposition
onto the set of not intersected sets of vertices

Algorithm return set CB∗, used to compute probabilities
of actualization beginning for set of vertices of N type. It is
listed below.

D. Conditional probabilities of cuts parts beginning depending
cut vertices sets types

For N type vertices of each cut C:

P cbN∗(Tm) =
∏

i∈CB∗
F b
i (Tm), where CB∗− set, given by

algorithm suggested. It includes previous to set N vertices
with wait type vertices CW which precede N (but not in Ch)
excluded from CB and types N of Ch vertices added:

CB∗ = (CB \ CW ) ∪N .

CFS type. Subset with a few actions of the same fork
children in one cut. Few CF subsets may happen in one cut,

Input: Vertex or set of independent vertices (cut, sub-cut) of
the given network.

Output: Set CB of vertices of chains in the subnetwork of
vertices preceding given ones, which has not pairwise
intersections by vertices (and arcs).

initialization
create subnetwork of the current network which include given

(terminal) vertices as last ones (and vertices, which reached
on the way to these terminal vertices from the start)

Set list of visited vertices and visited arcs to NULL
while not visited vertices in cut exist do

while previous NOT visited vertices for this chain exist do
find the first arc with not yet visited first (topologically)

start vertice
create a new current empty chain in the list of chains
set the first vertex of current empty chain to just found

not visited vertice of not visited arc
set this vertice as current
add this vertice to the list of visited as starting (first)

vertice
// Find all further vertices in the current chain
get first previous vertex of current vertex which is NOT

in visited
write visited arc to visited arcs
write its number to visited vertices add a vertex to

possible chain
end

end
return Set CB∗

In this case, same fork case (following same fork start)
and so vertices in each subset CF of the given cut actions
actualization in the cut depends functionally on other fork
actions of the same fork start because their beginning is always
happens in the same moment of one chosen fork action end.

Thus for each CF type subset Cff of the given cut,

P cfb
f = pbj

∏
i∈CFf

pb∗i , j ∈ CFf , i ∈ CFf .

pbjj is computed as a common part of all CF type vertices
of one CF type set, before fork vertex vj , such that these
vertices precede this particular set of CF type.

Any (but one) j can be used for pbj computation, i.e., j
is representative of the set type CF . Because all of pbj for
different vj in the given Cff are equal.

pb∗i = 1.0, if path from common vertex to vi is 1 (for
siblings of common fork),

pb∗i =
∏

p∈PredChain[i]

F b
p , if path from common fork vertex

to vi is over 1,

PredChain[i]− numbers of this path vertices.

Here, pb∗i is the cumulative joint probability distribution of
the beginnings of the vertices in chains from a common fork.

For different CS sets s ∈ S probability P cfb =∏
s∈S P cfb

s .

CJ type. For vertex vj of CJ type, P cjb = pbjj ;
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Here, pbjj − joint cumulative probability of join type ver-
tex beginning computed according to procedures of vertices
actualization computation.

E. Conditional probabilities of cuts parts end depending cut
vertices sets types

P ce(Tm) depends on type W :

P ce(Tm) = P ceW (Tm)P ceW (Tm),

where:

P ceW (Tm)− conditional probability of wait types vertices
ending at the moment Tm;

P ceW (Tm)− conditional probability of NOT-wait (all other
types) vertices ending at moment Tm; CW type. Few subsets
Cww, w ∈ W of CW type is possible in the given cut (one
per each join).

In this case, wait action actualization in the cut depends
on other wait actions of the same CW subset of this cut
actualization’s in such a way that wait ended once all waits of
the subset of waits began, which corresponds to the same join
(to the same wait end, or sister waits). Such waits in one set
may end in any possible sequences.

Thus, ends of W type set vertices depends conditionally
on other waits and vertices previous to waits.

This dependence takes the following form:

P cew
w = 1, iff all possible waits are in the given CW subset

and so, P cnew
w = 0, cut probability effectively equal to 0.

Note once all waits happen, then the next vertex began
immediately.

P cew
w = 0, otherwise, i.e. NOT all possible waits are in the

given CW subset and so, P cnew
w = 1.

This is because if NOT all waits happen in a given cut,
then some previous vertices should. And this means neither
one wait of the given set CW may end till condition previous
vertex actual not changed (and other cut happened).

F. Probability Distribution of the Cuts actualization at the
Given Moment

For the set C(Nu) of possible cuts of the given u−th
network Nu actualization probabilities of Ch inC(Nu) form
probability distribution:

∑
Ch∈C(Nu)

P a
h (Ch) = 1.

Suggested procedures allow us to compute probabilities
of any given cut Ch ∈ C(Nu) of the network Nu and cuts
probabilities distributions.

Based on this distribution stochastic process model of the
system functioning according to action network, Nu can be
built.

G. Algorithm to compute sets of network vertices with needed
properties based on given prepared arrays

We consider Variation of the algorithm with a vector of
vertices Pr[i] preceding each current vertex vi ∈ C of the
current cut C given. This vector is part of a global structure
U[u] for the research of measures Ω[u].

Here we consider cut C mentioned before as one of a kind
Ch in a set of all cuts C(Nu). To compute probability P c

h of
the given cut Ch we need to get its decomposition onto four
sets:

Ch = N ∪W ∪ J ∪ S,

where N is a set of vertices, which probabilities of the
beginning of the end are non - conditional;

W− set of waits used to compute the probability of cut
end;

J− set of joins used to compute the probability of the
beginning of the cut;

S− set of siblings and their successors used to compute
the probability of the beginning of the cut.

N set used to determine CB∗− set, given by algorithm
above, with wait type vertices CW which precede Ch (but
not in Ch) excluded from CB and current cut vertices added:

CB∗ = (CB \ CW ) ∪ C.

Algorithm to find CB∗ based on Pr[i] suggested below:

Input: Vector Pr[i] for each vi in C
Output: Set CB∗ for cut C
initialization
while int i in C do

while int k �= length(Pr[i]) do
if (Pr[k][i]NotWait)AND((Pr[k][i])NOTIN(CB∗)

) then
ADD Pr[k][i]toCB∗

end
k++;

end
i++;

end
CB∗

V. RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

Computations, according to provided procedures and algo-
rithms, were implemented with JavaScript and with HTML for
representation.

Results are shown at Fig. 7 and 8.

Results obtained allows to build and compute probabilities
of cuts of alternative stochastic networks for any given mo-
ment. Each cut corresponds to the possible state of the system
at the given moment. Cuts probabilities form the distribution of
probabilities and allow them to compute distributions of differ-
ent characteristics of states. Distribution of state characteristics
at the given moment and cuts probabilities distributions allow
the computing state of the corresponding stochastic process of
the system functioning for each moment.
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Fig. 7. Actions actualisation Probabilities Computation Example

Fig. 8. Cuts actualisation Probabilities Computation Example

States of the system and states of the environment allow
modeling information operations input and output. This further
allows choosing further action network. If it is different from
the previously chosen one, alternation happens, and the course
of actions changed according to the new network. Such alter-
native stochastic networks chains form branches of the trees of
possible alternative action networks and branches of alternative
stochastic processes. Measurement of their correspondence to
environment demands allows computing of the probabilistic
measures of correspondence.

Models suggested allows us to estimate the multidimen-
sional probabilistic measure Ω̂(Tu), suggested in previous
paper:

Ω̂(Tu) = {(P (Âu), P (Êu),

P (B̂ui), I
er∗
u = 1, |U |, Tu = 1, |U |}, (1)

where the indexes run through all possible Tu, pieu ∈ Πe
u and

all possible u in Âui i.e., through all possible dimensions of the
complex index U which corresponds to probabilistic measure
changes.

Se
i (ii, pi

e
u)/Êi− the realization of the environment state

at moment Ti as a result of an alternative fulfillment ii ∈ Ii
(result of event Êui );

B̂ui(ii, pi
s
u, π

e
u)/Âi)− the event that due to an alternative

fulfillment ii ∈ Ii state Ss
i (ii, pi

s
u, π

e
u)/Âi will correspond to

state Se
i (ii, pi

e
u);

Âi according to description R of correspondence, given by
the probabilistic correspondence predicate p(Ss

i , S
e
i , ii;R) (a

twice vague probabilistic predicate):

P (B̂ui(ii, π
s
u, π

e
u)/Âui)) = Poss(p(Ss

i , S
e
i , ii;R)); (2)

As a result, scalar indicator of dynamic capability can be
estimated:

ψ(O,C, S,M) :=

i=Iu,u∑

i=1,u

i=|Iu|∏

i=1

P (Êui)P (Âui)P (B̂ui), (3)

which is the system’s scalar capability indicator, a probabilistic
measure value in [0, 1] as it was shown at our previous
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publication

VI. CHANGING FUNCTIONING PROCESS MINING CASE

In general, the problem of alternative functioning process
mining and alternative process research exist concerning tech-
nologies used for such alternative processes. We propose to
use models that take the general form of nested graph-theoretic
models.

Each realization of the system functioning under a given
sequence of changing conditions modeled as complex graph-
theoretic model Gr. Gr is complex because it is constructed
with a few graph-theoretic models and relations between them.

Such realization of the system functioning may be consid-
ered as the set of traces for the given environment changes
and impacts. Here trace corresponds to the same term in the
process mining techniques.

It is ordered set N[u] of probabilistic action networks
N[u]: N[u] = 〈N[u]〉, i.e. one of the dimensions of U[u]

multidimensional array or list is numbers of networks N[u]

in the sequences.

By U [u] it can be understood as a universal index structure
for the complex graph. Such an index structure is a multidi-
mensional array or list, such that it contains numbers of all
graph-theoretic objects mentioned in procedures for network
vertices and cuts computation.

Example of this structure parts are shown at the Fig. 7 and
8 where structure is represented with HTML tables.

Functions Fnb(S), Fnf (C) are defined by the technology
of system functioning, including information technology.

Such functions define alternations cases.

Functions Fnb(S, Tm) : (S, Tm) → N[u] maps state
S(Tm) of the system Ss(Tm)and its environment Se(Tm) at
the moment Tm to the chosen network N[u] of operations
a[u] ∈ A[u] and their characteristics Ch(a[u]).

Each N[u] corresponds to 〈Sb
N[u]

, Se
N[u]

, {CN[u]
}〉 of net-

work beginning, end states and states of cut CN[u]
realization.

Gy, y ∈ Y, Y ∈ U . Alternatives Gu, u ∈ U of models Gy

are the models of states and transitions (probably, nested and
complex ones), which are built for certain alternative technolo-
gies of the system Ts and environment Te functioning. States
and transitions at models determine branches of trees. Each
tree corresponds to an alternative set of branches. Each branch
corresponds to an alternative sequence of states and transitions
resulting from the cause - and - effect relationships. These
relationships link different types of states, including informa-
tion ones. Structure of Gy defined by alternative decisions,
the structure of Gu defined by characteristics of technologies
used (including IT) and environment states. Probabilities p :=
〈pu(Gu), pd

u(Gu), p〉 of transitions and states characteristics

Cu,Cd
u are known. They are defined by technologies: Ts−

used by the system and Te− used by its environment.

Let us designate Log the structure of log- files that describe
families of alternative stochastic action networks.

Than, the objective of alternative processes discovery is ob-
taining Log → {FASAN } mapping, alternative process model

preparation is FASAN → U [u] mapping, than U [u] → Ω[u] is
capabilities indicators Ω[u] estimation mapping and Ω[u] → Π
is alternative processes enhancement Π mapping.

Apart of this sequence of mappings, U [u] → Δ(Log∗) is
conformance Delta to new data (Log∗) checking mapping.

Based on Delta decision taken to update or learn FASAN
model, based on Ω decision taken to enhance alternative
processes and technologies, including information operations.

VII. CONCLUSION

As a result of the suggested models and algorithms, the
quantitative estimation of system capability and other opera-
tional (pragmatic) properties concerning changing environment
and further information technology use becomes possible
depending on the problems’ parameters and variables to be
solved. Among the features that can be estimated are dynamic
capability, organizational capability, information technology
use performance, and digitalization performance. Suggested
models can be used for process mining of alternative function-
ing of systems in changing environments and for the research
of information, operations performed to alternate such func-
tioning. Such models, used for process science research, could
further decide the alternative action requirements synthesis
problems.
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